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EVACUEES RETURN AS CANADIAN W.A.A.F.

A number of girl evacuees who went to Canada after the outbreak of war have now

returned to this country as members of the Women’s Division - the Canadian W.A.A.F.

They arrived at a north-western port as part of the third and largest contingent
of W.D's to come here.

The former evacuees included Leading Airwoman Annie Coutts, of Blairhall,

Fifeshire, Leading Airwoman Jean Forbes, of Cambusnethan, Lanarkshire, Leading

Airwoman Mary M'Mordie, Aughnagurgan, Northern Ireland, and A.W.1. Phyllis Linington,
of Folkestone,

With them also was Leading Airwoman Irene pass, who left Derby only 14 months
ago to join her parents in Saskatoon*

The voyage over was made exciting by a brief encounter with a U-boat and a

battle with heavy seas* Most of the girls, however, did not realise the U-boat

peril at the time. They were crowded one night for four hours in the lounge wearing

lifebelts. They sang a few songs mid then trooped off to bed believing that they
had taken part in a practice, later they learned that it had been the real thing,
a U-boat had been sighted in the rear of the convoy.

During another night, huge waves smashed part of the boat-deck superstructure
and water flooded most of the cabins and lounges.

According to their commanding officer "the girls just did what they would have

done if the plumbing had gone wrong at home. They mopped up the mess and went back

to bed hoping it wouldn’t happen again,"

Many of the girls, including the cooks, drivers, stenographers, mess-women,
equipment assistants and telephone operators, will go to bomber stations. Others

will go to R*C#A*F* Overseas Headquarters in London,

Among those who. will be posted to a bomber station is Corporal Dorothy J,

("Monty") Montour of Toronto, who was born on an Indian Reservation, First Indian

to be posted to the United Kingdom with the W,D,, her Indian name as a child was

"Laughing Eyes,"


